
DOCUFY knows the added value of 
technical documentation.

Multi-Level  
Documentation



“Multi-Level Documentation    
 is our answer to the  
 challenges of tomorrow.“

We believe that the future belongs to market players who connect their company- 
relevant content at multiple levels in Information Spaces. 

The intelligent organization of information is taking on a pivotal role in an era in  
which printed paper is making way for digital media and conventional documents are 
evolving into series of topics.

DOCUFY’s software solutions enable you to seize the potential of your documentation  
at every level. We shape documentation and publication processes in such a way  
that every information unit makes an optimum contribution to your company’s success  
in every context.

That’s what we call Multi-Level Documentation.

The DOCUFY Multi-Level  
Documentation Strategy

Get your system ready for the documentation 

processes of the future today! 

Uwe Reißenweber,  

General Manager, DOCUFY GmbH



Component Content Management Systems (CCMS) organize complex technical documentation  

processes and support you in complying with legal requirements. DOCUFY invites you to seize even more  

of the value potential that your content offers. With our Multi-Level Documentation strategy, we have created  

a range of products that enable every division, unit and department of a company to leverage the content  

of the technical documentation.

Technical documentation upgrade to  
the next level of added value:

Current level:

<opportunity> 
Businesses only make use of  
20% of the potential that  
documentation holds in store. 
</opportunity>

   Customer service

 Order- and product-specific service information

   Marketing 

Brochures, product literature, POS materials

   Development 

Connecting technical documentation with planning and 

specification systems during development

  
 Legal requirements

  
 
Technical documentation, 

such as operating 

instructions, service 

manuals and handbooks



Das fl exible Redaktionssystem

Redaktionssystem „ready-to-use“

Spezialsoftware zur Risikobeurteilung

BASIC 
TECHNOLOGY  
for providing 
information at various 
levels

KEY TECHNOLOGY   
for accessing and using the 
Information Space

Think future, publish mobile

For high performance fl exibility

Ready to use, ready to go

Risk assessment, fast and easy

Ready-to-use, mobile publication 

solution. Company-wide information 

is accessible and available for 

specific devices wherever it is 

needed, online or offline.

Individually configurable  

information model for  

optimum integration  

in current and future  

documentation processes.

Industry solution for easy,  

fast, and compliant  

technical documentation  

that you can use today –  

and expand anytime.

Compliant generation of risk 

assessments for CE marking. 

DOCUFY Machine Safety supports 

efficient compliance with the EC 

Machinery Directive.

Product Overview

Welcome to 
the Information 
Space!

Our products define an 

Information Space that 

allows you to address 

individual information units 

and their variants just the 

way you need it. This makes 

it possible to automatically 

generate product-specific 

information on a case-by-

case basis and publish it in 

various media.

TopicPilot penetrates the  
Information Space and makes it possible to use 
your valuable content in a targeted manner.



SIMPLIFY

MULTIPLY

COMPLY

Our innovations always aim to simplify and speed up our clients’ processes.

We leverage a wider range of relevant content in terms of its potential  
value and benefits better than others.

Our software solutions always organize documentation processes in  
such a way that they fulfill legal requirements and industry standards.

OUR PHILOSOPHY, ALONG  
WITH EVERYTHING WE DO,  
IS GUIDED BY THREE MAIN 
PRINCIPLES:
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